Bacterial systems for carcinogenicity testing.
During the past 30 years, bacterial test systems have been extensively refined in their ability to detect not only mutagenic agents but, in many cases, carcinogenic ones as well. Since many carcinogens are known to be activated within the mammalian body, major improvements in bacterial test systems were made when representative parts of mammalian metabolism were included as part of the test protocol. Presently, systems of great simplicity and convenience are available for the efficient detection of gene mutations, lysogenic induction of prophages, and differential DNA repair. These qualities render bacterial systems potentially useful in distinguishing between carcinogens and non-carcinogens, in characterizing induced mutation spectra, and possibly in quantifying mutagenic potency that may be used to predict tumor-initiating potency. Sensitive strains of Salmonella typhimurium. Escherichia coli and Bacillus subtilis with altered DNA-repair capacities have been constructed which accurately identify many carcinogens. Comparative studies have shown that techniques using these strains can be standardized to some extent and that the majority of carcinogens are active in all adequately sensitive genetic systems. Because of this redundancy, it may be sufficient to employ only one standardized set of tester strains and methodology. However, serveral classes of known carcinogens are undetected or underestimated when assayed in standard testing procedures. Some of these chemicals can be efficiently recognized as mutagens upon varying the methodology, the genetic endpoint, or the mammalian activation system. Thus, to modify and adjust the experimental protocol to the particular type of chemical under study and to calibrate the system with appropriate carcinogenic and non-carcinogenic reference compounds is advisable. It is noteworthy that chemical carcinogens which probably act by non-genotoxic mechanisms thus far remain undetected in bacterial tests. Newly developed systems which measure specific types of genetic events, such as transpositions of DNA segments and derepression of genes, presently are being tested for their ability to detect such carcinogens. A final matter of growing concern is the increasing number of environmental chemicals that are found to be mutagenic in bacteria but for which information about carcinogenic activity in vivo is insufficient. The possible use of bacteria for quantifying mutagenic potency and extrapolating this information to tumor-initiating potency can be envisaged in three ways: (i) direct extrapolation from standard in vitro tests, (ii) indirect extrapolation making use of an in vitro/in vivo comparison of induced effects (the parallelogram method) as devised by Sobels [138] on the basis of identical dose (to DNA), and (iii) host-mediated assays to assess mutagenic potency of carcinogens in selected organs of mammals...